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Most astro-photographers find the technical problems to be more than
enough of a challenge to keep things interesting.  You can usually
impress colleagues with technically proficient work because we all know
how difficult it is.  But with enough investment of time and money
anyone can make technically proficient images.  On the other hand, to
make images that everyone will find appealing you need to understand
at least the basics of what makes a good photograph.

In fact, most of us would do well to simplify the technical requirements 
to a comfortable level and focus instead on making beautiful images.

At the same time, we should recognize that astro-photography has a
strong connection with the science of astronomy, so some manipulations
may not be well received.  For example, “cloning” part of an image to
move objects to a more pleasing arrangement is common in terrestrial
photography, but is sure to be scorned by some astronomers.  Even so,
there are many things we can do to make images more attractive
without degrading their scientific integrity.

Why Study Composition?



In conventional (terrestrial) photography composition is a large and complex
topic – far more than we could cover today.  Fortunately, many aspects of
composition do not apply to astro-photography – mostly because they are
impossible to achieve!  But the essentials of what makes an image pleasing
to the typical viewer are the same:

* Frame
* Balance
* Line
* Pattern and Repetition
* Depth

We'll briefly review each of these concepts.

Elements of Composition



The “frame” I speak of is the border between what is in the photograph and
what is not. This seems trivially simple, but recognizing this concept is key to
understanding many aspects of composition.

It is natural to think about an image in terms of the main subject and ignore
everything around it. This is a mistake because everything in the frame affects
how we see the main subject. We should always be aware of the background
when composing a photograph.

Photographs do not exist in a vacuum – even if the subject does!  The viewer's
perception of an image is strongly influenced by its surroundings.  Unfortunately,
we usually cannot control very much of the surrounding, so it is important that
we take control of as much as possible.  That is, we have to consider this critical
boundary where the photograph ends and the rest of the world begins.

The main objective is to keep the viewer's attention on your image as long
as possible.  In the upcoming sections we will see several tips on achieving
this goal, but they all depend on understanding this concept of the frame.

Frame



To “balance” an image we place the elements (the main subject and other
points of interest) appropriately.  The simplest balanced image is a single
element at the center, but this is not the only possibility and is usually not the
most interesting.  Multiple elements can be placed at equal distance from the
center for a slightly more complex balance.

There is a concept of “weight” in composition that relates to the amount of
interest a part of an image has.  The use of the words “weight” and “balance”
is unfortunate because visual balance is not affected by weight in the same
way that physical weights can be placed on a balance scale.  For our purposes,
if a part of the image has enough “weight” to be considered a separate
element it can be placed at an equal distance from the center as any other
element.  Visual weight is the result of brightness/contrast, color, complexity
and human interest.  Any of these properties can define a part of an image as
an “element” - a part that must be considered in balancing the image.

Balance



Balance: Examples

Not so good Better



Balance: Examples

Simplest example of balance



Balance: Examples

Central balance with multiple elements



We can also use a more complex balance by moving the point of symmetry.
We can divide the frame into any number of regular intervals and place the
point of symmetry of the image at one of the dividing points.  In theory, we
can use any regular interval, but beyond thirds it becomes difficult for most
people to recognize the regularity and it is, therefore, less pleasing.
Likewise, it is challenging for most people to recognize a non-central point
of symmetry if the elements are very distant, so the most common use of
this technique is to place an element at one of the 4 points that are 1/3rd of
the distance from the edge of the frame.  This is called “the rule of thirds”.

Many wide field shots in astrophotography have a single or a small number
of elements.  The rule of thirds would work very well for such an image.
Even if there is an interesting large field of nebulosity in an image, a very
bright star or globular cluster is always a separate element that should be
carefully placed in the frame.

Balance: The Rule of Thirds



Balance: The Rule of Thirds



An astro photo's balance can often be improved by rotation and cropping
to place major elements as described here.  Experiment!  Look at your
image at every rotation (not just 90 degree steps).  Try different ways of
cropping the image and see how it affects the overall appearance.

Balance: Try It!



You might think that lines never or rarely occur in astro photos, but put
that thought aside for a moment and consider the power that lines can
have.

Many attributes of lines are a direct consequence of our constant
experience of gravity.  A horizontal line gives a sense of stability and rest -
it has low energy and resists change.  A vertical line has strength and
potential.  It is resisting gravity, but has the potential to fall.  A diagonal
line is dynamic.  It may actually be in motion or suggest other dimensions.
A diagonal line also suggests the existence of horizontal and vertical lines
forming the right triangle of which it is the hypotenuse – or highlight their
absence.  Curved lines are obviously more complex and can include the
properties of straight lines, but also feel more natural and moving.

Lines



Lines: Horizontal



Lines: Vertical



Lines: Diagonal



The human visual system is strongly oriented to lines and patterns.  We
can find the most subtle suggestion of a line with ease, as anyone who
has tried to tape and finish a sheetrock wall will attest.  In fact, 
terrestrial photos often employ lines that are purely psychological – the
line implied by the direction a person's or animal's eyes are looking.
Astro photos often contain the prototypical implied line, the “connect
the dots” lines that form constellations.

Lines: We See Them Everywhere



One feature of lines in an image is that the viewer's eye tends to follow them
from one end to the other.  This can be either a help or a hindrance because
we want to keep the viewer's attention inside the frame.  A line that leads the
eye to edge of the frame invites it to leave the image entirely.  A line that
leads the eye into the picture has just the opposite affect.  But if the line leads
to an interesting part of the image the movement is more likely to stop there
and may take off in another direction.

Leading the eye “into” the picture doesn't just mean away from the edge.
A line (and especially 2 or more lines) can create a sense of depth in a two-
dimensional image and following such a line often brings a sensation of
traveling into the image.  This can be achieved with lines that imply depth by
coming closer together, especially if the implied “vanishing point” is within
the frame.  An “S” curve can have the same effect if the magnitude of curve
becomes smaller as you follow the line.

Lines: Leading Lines



Lines: Leading Lines



Lines: Leading Lines



In the same way that human vision is good at detecting lines, we can
also find more complex visual patterns.  Obvious shapes are OK, but
when the pattern is less clear there seems to be a pleasurable sensation
in successfully finding them.  Again, the popularity of constellations is
strong evidence of this fact.

A particularly useful type of pattern is the repetition of basic shapes.
For example, the “Pillars of Creation” has 3 similar pillar structures that
repeat a basic pattern in a straight line.  But the repetition does not
have to be so simple:  In many spiral galaxies we see curved arms that
repeat at multiple angles from the center.  A mirror image of a shape
can also be recognized as a repeating pattern, such as in the
Dumbell Nebula.

Patterns and Repetition



Patterns and Repetition



Patterns and Repetition



Patterns and Repetition



Many of the traditional techniques used in all two-dimensional art (not just
photography) are designed to create a sense of depth in what is really a
flat representation.  The most direct and true sense of depth comes from
stereopsis, the process in which our brains construct a three-dimensional
model of the world by interpreting two slightly different views (from our
two eyes).  Some people have done both real stereo astro-photos and
artificial conversions of 2D to 3D.  Real stereo astro-photography is
limited to our solar system because everything else is too far away to get
any significant change in our perspective.

But stereopsis is just one of many recognized “depth cues” that we use to
identify depth.  Some others are:
* Occlusion (one object partially covers another)
* Relative size (smaller object is more likely to be more distant)
* Perspective (as discussed in the section on lines)
* Shade/haze (distant objects tend to be lighter and more hazy)
* Vertical position (distant objects tend to be higher in the frame)
Some other cues do not apply to astro-photography.

Depth



In reality, astro-photos typically cover more depth than any terrestrial
photo could begin to approach.  Human depth perception is based in part
on terrestrial phenomena that do not occur in space, but this does not
make them entirely useless in astro-photography.  People use depth cues
unconsciously and will often apply common experience to inappropriate
situations.  That is why we are so easily fooled by some optical illusions.

Occlusion is certainly applicable at any distance, but it only tells us that
one object is in front of another, not how much distance there is between
them.  Nevertheless, an image with several levels of occlusion (of distinct
objects) will often give a strong sense of depth.

Relative size is related to, but distinct from “familiar size”.  That is, we can
gauge depth with good accuracy when we can compare the sizes of
familiar objects.  However, even when the objects are unfamiliar (which
is the case for all space objects), there is a tendency to perceive smaller
objects as being farther away.  This is most effective when combined
with other cues.

Depth: Use in Astro-Photography



The concept of perspective was introduced in the discussion of lines.
Compared to terrestrial photos, there are fewer instances of clear perspective
cues in astro-photos, but they do occur and are very effective in conveying
depth.  A special case of perspective occurs when an object has a surface
texture with finer granularity in the more distant regions.  A similar effect
might occur when details in a region of nebulosity (including the appearance
of stars) is more dense at one end.

Astronomers are careful not to confuse brightness with distance.  We know
that a very distant star can be much brighter than a closer one.  But we also
know that stars of the same size will appear to have different brightness
depending on their distance.  Unfortunately, this relationship is contrary to
our terrestrial experience, where distant objects are typically lighter.  The
apparent brightness of distant objects is partly due to the bright day sky
always being above and darker Earth below.  But the loss of contrast (haze)
in distant objects is the stronger depth cue and this applies well in astro-
photos.  Overall, the best effect is probably achieved by lightening the
background (reducing contrast) in regions that you want to appear more
distant.

Depth: Use in Astro-Photography



Most of us are familiar with the optical phenomenon of chromatic aberration
in which different colors of light focus at different points.  A related 
phenomenon causes us to perceive blue objects as slightly more distant
than red ones.  This is not really a depth cue since there is no real
correlation between depth and color, but that doesn't prevent us from
using it to create a sense of depth.

Finally, terrestrial experience tells us that objects that are higher in our field
of vision are more likely to be distant.  As with other depth cues, this does
not reflect reality in space, but it can still be used to create a sense of
depth, especially in combination with other cues.

Depth: Use in Astro-Photography



Depth: Use in Astro-Photography



Depth: Use in Astro-Photography



Depth: Use in Astro-Photography

Which color is in front?  Red? Blue?



When we photograph people we can tell them to say “cheese” or
give more complicated instructions.  With inanimate subjects we can
either move the object or the camera to get a different perspective or
change the background.  Often times we can even change the lighting
(or wait for it to change).  It would seem that there is little we can do in
astro-photography, but we all know that one person's image of M42 can
look very different from another.  And the vast majority of these images
were made by people who don't understand what you now do about
artful composition.

The most powerful choice that every photographer makes is what to
photograph.  You can choose to make beautiful images rather than
struggling to capture the most difficult targets.

After that you have to decide how much you are willing to manipulate
the image and how much you want to maintain scientific integrity.
There are many ways to change an image that are completely “honest”:

Conclusions



* Change the rotation
* Crop out elements that don't work
* Make global adjustments to brightness, contrast and color

Some more radical changes are also widely used and accepted as legitimate
enhancements, such as local contrast adjustments to bring out details.

Or if you decide to go hog wild:
* Change colors to create depth cues and change the mood
* Use local brightness and contrast adjustments to:

* Create or enhance effective lines
* Change the visual “weight” of elements
* Create depth cues with contrast (haze)

* Clone out elements that detract from the composition
* Move elements for balance and/or depth
* Overlay a terrestrial landscape image (presumably a night shot)

Most importantly, open your eyes, open your mind, experiment and have fun!

Conclusions



Experiment



Experiment
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Experiment



The End


